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UK Emissions Trading Scheme
 UK Gov confirmed on 14th Dec UK ETS will go ahead,
initially as a standalone scheme
 Established under The Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Trading Scheme Order 2020
 Split into 2 ‘Trading Periods’ – 2021-2025 and 20262030
 Sets Total Cap for each Trading Period
 156m allowances in 2021 is 1/10th of EU ETS
 Cap initially set 5% below the UK’s notional share of
the Phase 4 EU ETS cap
 Free allocation of 58 million in 2021
 Cap likely to be adjusted in line with CCC 6th Carbon
Budget (78% reduction by 2035 vs 1990).
 Substantive reviews in Dec 2023 and Dec 2028
 No registry infrastructure yet live (April 2021?) and no
auctions or exchange contracts in place (May?)
 The new UK ETS broadly follows the EU ETS rules and
free allocation methodology
Strictly Private and Confidential

Sector Coverage same as EU ETS:
• Power Generation >20MW Thermal
• Oil refineries
• Offshore platforms
• Manufacturers (glass, paper, ceramics)
• Heavy industry (chemicals, steel, cement)
• Aviation
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UK Carbon Market
• UK operators will still have to comply with EU ETS 2020 targets by 30 April 2021
• On paper UK ETS looks over supplied in short term (2019 emissions approx. 130m tCO2e) but
market price should reflect forward hedging, financial demand and scope for further cap reduction
• Currently no liquid UK Allowance (UKA) market for UK operators to hedge future exposure
• Some operators (utilities) using EUAs as proxy hedge, this may continue until linkage
• The UK ETS will be a new carbon market, with UK Government the initial seller (via auctions)
 Exchange ICE have been appointed by the Government and “plans to commence auctions and launch
the related futures contracts as soon as feasible and no later than the second quarter of 2021, subject to
regulatory approval”.
 Auctions will have a £22 Auction Reserve Price
 Cost Containment Mechanism to address significant price spikes in the market
 Proposed Supply Adjustment Mechanism (would need to match MSR for linking)

• Free allocations to eligible operators are not expected until Q2 2020 once benchmarks, cross
sector correction factors [and activity level adjustments] have been confirmed at an EU level
• No major design barriers preventing a link with EU ETS but to date, limited political will
 Stated ambition in UK-EU trade deal to link
 Will a carbon border adjustment mechanism drive momentum?
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Carbon pricing around the world
Carbon pricing initiatives implemented, scheduled for implementation and under consideration (ETS and carbon tax)

Source: World Bank, State and Trends of Carbon Pricing (2020)
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Linking at a glance
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Driving decarbonisation through carbon markets
Measures to make the EU ETS more effective
and efficient

Improving liquidity – carbon trading

•

Prior to 2019, market was soft as a result of too many allowances and Kyoto
credits coming into the system, which depressed the price

•

Few price curves more than 3 years out. Unusual dynamics of supply, demand
and market sentiment

•

Phase IV of the EU ETS introduces measures to make the ETS function more
effectively and efficiently, building on lessons learned from Phase III:

•

Supply: Regulation determines certificates in issue. Effect of offsets entering
market.

‒ Increased pace of emissions cutting – cap decreasing at annual rate of
1.74% up to 2.2%

•

Demand: Participants can “bank” certificates and hard to predict when they will
use or sell. Effects of underlying economic activity and energy efficiency.

‒ reinforced Market Stability Reserve (MSR) – addresses the current surplus of
allowances in the ETS and improves the system's resilience to major shocks
by allowing for adjustments to the supply of allowances to be auctioned (see
next page)

•

Liquid market: bilateral trades, brokers, OTC, exchanges and carbon pools (spot
trading platforms which allow for counterparty anonymity and grouping together
of small orders)

•

Instruments include forwards, options and swaps using documentation from
ISDA, IETA and EFET

‒ phasing out free allowances – continues for a reduced list of “high risk” sectors.
To be phased out for less exposed sectors (30% in 2026 and 0% by 2030)

Improving liquidity - linkage of ETS schemes

Driving decarbonisation

•

Linking of ETS schemes is seen as key to driving liquidity in international carbon
markets. For example, the Swiss ETS and EU ETS became linked from 1 Jan 2020

•

Fundamental concept is to make unabated activities more expensive to put
abatement activities on a “level playing field”

•

Benefits of linking include:

•

More stable, predictable carbon price allows for better planning and bankability
of decarbonisation projects

•

Key issue for COP26 is designing suitable carbon credit mechanism

•

Use Taxonomy aligned activities to attract funding

•

Use carbon credits either directly as offsets (if possible) or sell to fund activities
or purchase of allowances to meet compulsory obligations

‒ increasing market liquidity and price stability
‒ increasing opportunities for source to sink matching
‒ levelling the international playing field by harmonising carbon prices across
jurisdictions
‒ supporting global cooperation on climate change
•

Linking is based on the high-level principle agreed in Art 6.2 of the Paris
Agreement; however the detail still needs to be agreed and this is a key priority of
COP 26

•

Faces challenges due to different system design and allocation methods
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Issues in linking ETS
Assessment criteria

Main obstacles

– System design

– Price caps:

– trading scheme,

– Segment the market,

– system boundaries,

– reduce efficiency.

– currency, use of Kyoto mechanisms

– But also: Price extremes can compromise cost effectiveness

– Target and allocation (Kyoto target, allocation, transparency)

– Eligibility of tradable units:

– Compliance (Monitoring, sanctions)

– Treatment of leakage
– Ex-post adjustments
– Voluntary trading schemes: Sanctions for non-compliance
– Border adjustments?

Improving liquidity - linkage of ETS schemes

– Switzerland!
– Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein: Done
– Australia: Come and gone
– North America: legal, economic and technical challenges
– Japan: Linkage unlikely given voluntary targets and subsidies.
– China?

Outlook

– Path dependence: Once an instrument (e.g. carbon tax) is implemented, it
is likely to remain in place even when new instruments are introduced
– No global uniform carbon market in the near term
– In the long term, better prospects for linkage of major markets

– Korea?
– UK?
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